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A handwritten note on a page with various entries. The text is partially legible and contains a mix of dates and personal comments. Some text is illegible due to handwriting style and condition of the page. The content seems to be a collection of notes or thoughts, possibly related to academic or personal matters. The page includes references to dates such as 1924 and 1930, and mentions of a person named "Perry" and "Wheeler." The handwriting is in cursive and varies in legibility.
R.Y. Daily Letter

July 12 29

Please mention...

The Tierg Aussenseat Paris would worse to be dramatized for an Ann. People. R. Barry (c/1929) may have
epitaphs beauty. on unde

Birmingham News out of

\# North Carolina

# Monthly Eagle - 8/5/29.

Radio Engineering -

shy - to it - me? but

control of air here to Bultin

Collier's July 29.

What red in phrenic of

Radio Engineering -

shy - to it - me? but

control of air here to Bultin
A. B. E. 27th May 4 27.
I have been ten months in
Hull琛 and 1920. I don't
want a run down. I want a
break in your "punt ville-pede"
while you are "newhay" me
"villi- classify".
Reason: Arm good.
4/1/27. "An Elusive
Injury."
"An Incident "O.D. Y."
"At Paul's Standard" 26/1/24
I am unable to name.
My speech is decline.
I may cheer myself
in the Library Car
then wrapped a letter
for the proceeds.
B. J. Abroad 2/4 27.
M. T. 2/3 28.
Did Smith not perac
emerge-
+ But might we not dream
one terrace? To the origin of
turtle - look with
I begin to work in Georgia.
"A nice party Maui" -